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UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 42 

 
September 03, 20130 

 

By  John Hoffmann 

 

THE DIFFERENCE OF A FEW HUNDRED FEET ON 

CLARKSON…ENGELMEYER WILL EITHER PROSECUTE YOU OR 

DEFEND YOU IN ONE CASE HE WILL DEFEND YOU EVEN IF YOU 

ARE ARRESTED IN CHESTERFIELD.   The Chesterfield city prosecutor, Tim 

Engelmeyer, who we have been featuring as being a criminal’s best friend in 

courtrooms whether he is the prosecutor in Chesterfield, Des Peres and Valley Park or 

the City Judge in Creve Coeur.  Engelmeyer makes it a point that people who mail in 

minor speeding tickets have a worse public driving record than dangerous drivers who 

are found to be drunk after committing serious traffic violations. Under Engelmeyer 

those people usually, if they have hired a local attorney, leave the courtroom with no 

points on their driving record.  

 

Engelmeyer mixes the alleged prosecuting  and judging of drunk drivers with also 

making big bucks defending drunk drivers trying to get the same deals from other 

judges that he provides in the local courts were he serves. . 

 Engelmeyer leaving the podium after successfully telling the City Council they 

should reappoint him.  

  

We have now found where Engelmeyer in at least two cases have represented 

Chesterfield residents for offenses in neighboring Clarkson Valley.  In one case the 

drunk driver was actually arrested in Chesterfield only to have the Chesterfield city 

prosecutor defend her in the Clarkson Valley Court.  
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On Friday night January 4 at 11:39 St. Louis County Police Officer Evan Roettering, 

assigned to the Clarkson Valley city police contract was parked on the shoulder of NB 

Clarkson Road at Kettington Road running radar. He clocked a vehicle doing 70 MPH in 

the lane next to the centerline.  Then he observed something else.  

 

A person driving a SUV was trying to the pass the 70MPH vehicle in the curb lane, but 

was also driving partially on the shoulder headed in his direction. Roettering reported he 

turned on the emergency lights on his police car not so much to try and stop the 

speeding SUV but instead to hopefully get the driver’s attention to not crash into the 

rear of his parked police car at more than 70MPH. 

 

The flashing lights of the police car caused the driver to swerve from the shoulder and 

back into the curb lane. Officer Roettering stopped the black 2004 Lincoln Aviator after it 

crossed Kehrs Mill Road and entered the City of Chesterfield.   

 

He identified the driver, who was the only occupant of the car, as Amber Martinez, 26, 

of 16771 Deveronne Circle Chesterfield.             

 

 Amber Martinez of Chesterfield 

 

Roettering reported that Martinez’s breath smelled of intoxicants, her eyes were 

bloodshot and her speech of confused.  

  

He asked Martinez where she was going and reported she said she had dropped some 

friends off after leaving a party and still had to drop off one more “friend.” Roettering 

then pointed out that Martinez was alone in the car and asked where the “friend was.”    

 

He said Martinez replied was the friend “must have gotten away then.”  She admitted 

having one vodka and coke to drink. She later changed that statement to “two vodka 

and cokes.”  
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Officer Roettinger was then assisted by Officer Lantz of the Chesterfield Police who 

responded to the scene of the stop.  

 

Martinez failed the field sobriety tests giver by Roetttinger and had trouble 

understanding the instructions. It then took her four tries to give a breath sample for an 

unofficial field test.  On the first try instead of blowing into the tube, she bit it. The field 

test showed Martinez was clearly intoxicated.  

 

She was arrested (in Chesterfield) by Officer Roettinger who transported her to the St. 

Louis County West County Precinct Police Station. (Technically Chesterfield Officer 

Lantz could up to January 3, 2014 cite her for DWI in Chesterfield, since she was 

driving in the city limits and subpoena Officer Roettinger as the primary witness.)  

 

While being driven to the police station Martinez asked Officer Roettering, “can’t we just 

fix this and you take me home? I was only a block from home.” (Actually she was about 

20 very long blocks covering over 2 miles from her home off of Baxter Road and 

Chesterfield Manor.) 

 

At the station she twice had trouble blowing enough of a breath sample for the “official 

breath test.” She was transported to St. Clare Hospital in Fenton where a blood sample 

was taken.   

 

She was then driven to the County Jail in Clayton. While being booked at the jail, 

Roettinger reported that Martinez asked what he thought she would have tested on the 

breath test instrument and then continued,  “Let’s not kid ourselves. I would’ve blown 

over the legal limit, don’t ya think?”  

 

Roettinger told her he did. 

 

The blood test results from the Missouri Highway Patrol crime lab showed Matinez’s 

blood alcohol level to be .193%. 

 

Martinez was charged with Speeding (over 70 in a 40 mph zone), Fail to Drive in a 

Single Lane” and DWI.  

        

Martinez hired Engelmeyer to represent her even though in theory she could still be 

charged in Engelmeyer’s jurisdiction of Chesterfield. Engelmeyer, who usually is busy 

on most weeknights being a municipal prosecutor or municipal judge filed a “jury 

demand” request with the Clarkson Valley court to have the case moved to the circuit 

court in Clayton.  
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On April 25, 2013 the Clarkson Valley municipal prosecutor, Chris Graville agreed with 

Engelmeyer to a “plea deal” and Martinez plead guilty to reduced charges.  

 

The Improper Lane Use charge was dismissed.  The Speeding over 70mph in a 40 

Zone was reduced to “Illegal Parking” and Martinez was fined $500.  Of course there 

are no points assessed against your license for “illegal parking” charges.  

 

She then pled guilty to DWI and was given a “no-record” SIS probation with a 2-year 

“No Supervision” probation term. Martinez left the courthouse with no points on her 

driving record.  

 

TRAFFIC CASE AND DRUG CASE:  The other recent case was where the neighboring 

prosecutor, Engelmeyer defended someone charged with traffic and drug violations.  

 

On Sunday September 16 at 7:22pm Officer Wainwright of the County Police assigned 

to the City of Clarkson valley stopped a 2007 Jeep Commander at Clayton and 

Clarkson Road for failing to signal a turn and having license plates which had expired 

10 months earlier. The vehicle was driven by Faraaz Ahmed, 30, of 15215 Nooning 

Tree Court in Chesterfield.   

 

Wainwright discovered also that Ahmed did not have proof of insurance for the car.       

 

Also found in the car was marijuana, a marijuana smoking pipe and a 

marijuana/tobacco grinder.  

 

Ahmed was charged with Possession of Marijuana, Possession of Drug Paraphernalia 

and issued three traffic citations.  

 

On January 30, 2013 Engelmeyer representing Ahmed demanded a “jury trail” and the 

case was moved from the Clarkson Valley court to the Circuit Court.    

 

Also on April 25 Clarkson Valley Prosecutor Graville allowed Engelmeyer’s client to 

plead guilty to two counts of “littering” (the two drug charges) one count of “Illegal 

Parking” (the Fail to Signal a Turn charge).  Ahmed was fined a total of $475.  

 

However, he also left the courthouse without the one-point on his driving record despite 

have a marijuana smoking operation in the car. (I have no problem with the reduced 

charges on the marijuana cases, but at least make him plead straight up guilty to the 

one traffic charge. The other two traffic charges were dismissed.) 
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Ahmed currently has a 2012 15-mph over speeding citation pending in Bourbon, 

Missouri. On 01/23/13, represented by Engelmeyer, Ahmed had a serious moving 

violation issued by the Highway Patrol in Franklin County reduced to a Loud Muffler.  He 

paid a $275 fine.  

 

On June 24, 2013 he received another 15 mph over speeding ticket by the Missouri 

Highway Patrol in St. Louis County.  That case is pending.  We have to wonder if it will 

be reduced to illegal parking or a loud muffler. Clearly Ahmed is a problem and 

dangerous driver, but you would never know it if you looked at his driving record.    

 

We continue to believe that a city prosecutor and a city judge should not also be in the 

business of criminal defense in city courts.  It makes him almost obligated to give 

attorneys great deals that have little teeth in his jobs as prosecutor and judge to get 

similar deals as a defense attorney.  The City of Chesterfield should be ashamed for 

allowing this to continue, with the exception of Councilwoman Nancy Greenwood who 

voted against Mayor Bob Nation’s reappointment of Engelmeyer as the city prosecutor.  

 

Councilman Bruce DeGroot who voted for the reappointment of Engelmeyer told me 

how I didn’t understand Engelmeyer and what a wonderful fellow he is.  

 

Well I don’t find Engelmeyer or Chesterfield judge Rick Brunk “wonderful fellows” in 

keeping me and the rest of the public safe from drunk drivers and other local criminals. 

They seem to have a goal of not giving anyone an open public record of convictions and 

thus save dangerous drivers who hire local attorneys to represent them from paying 

higher insurance rates.       

   

42 MPH OVER SPEED LIMIT, DWI AND DRUGS: A third Clarkson Valley case we 

reviewed did not involve Engelmeyer, but showed how Clarkson Valley is just as bad as 

Chesterfield in not convicting anyone.  

 

William Randall of 1942 Pine Run Court Chesterfield  had been 18 for all of eight days 

when he was stopped by the police for speeding 82 MPH.  Young Mr. Randall was not 

on I-64, but on Clarkson Road just outside of the city limits of Chesterfield in Clarkson 

Valley going south.  

 

Officer Evan Roettering stopped the speeding 2000 Nissan Pathfinder to find an 

intoxicated Randall behind the wheel.  
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Randall told Officer Roettering that he was speeding because he was late getting home 

for his curfew.  Unfortunately he was headed in the opposite direction of his house that 

is located off of Schoettler Valley Road.  

 

Officer Roettering found that Randall’s breath reeked of the smell of intoxicants, his 

eyes were bloodshot, his speech was profane, slurred and confused. Randall continued 

to deny that he had been drinking and repeated that he did not drink at all. “I don’t drink. 

Never have,” the 18-year-old exclaimed.  

 

Randall stared at the police officer with his arms crossed as the officer talked to him 

outside of the car. During the walk and turn field sobriety test Randall stopped and did 

not turn and walk back saying; “I just don’t see why I have to walk twice for you.” 

 

After arresting Randall, Roettering searched the car before it was towed.  Roettering 

found in the passenger compartment of the SUV marijuana and a marijuana grinder.  

 

At the County police station Randall admitted to Roettering he had been “partying” but 

refused to answer if he had been drinking or smoking marijuana.  He then refused to 

take a breath test. 

 

While being driven to the County Jail Officer Roettinger reported that Randall, the tough 

5-foot-6 145 pound 18-year old was combative but then would cry, going from mood 

swings back and forth.  

 

He was cited doing 82mph in a 40 mph zone, DWI, Possession of marijuana and 

Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.  

 

On June 20, 2013 Chesterfield city prosecutor Chris Graville worked out a plea 

agreement with Randall’s attorney, Tim Devereux.  The two drug charges were 

dropped.  

 

Randall pled guilty to DWI and was given a no-public record SIS unsupervised 

probation term for 2-years. The 82 MPH in a 40 MPH zone was reduced to “Illegal 

Parking” and Randall was fined $450. 

 

It appears as if the County Police Officers assigned to Clarkson Valley while trying to 

protect the public are more in the revenue producing business once their work goes 

through the Clarkson Valley legal process.  
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Randall left the courthouse with no points on his driving record. Devereux in 2012 

challenged the revocation of Randall’s license for failing to take a breath test and won. 

Randall has not one mark on his driver’s license from this incident.  

 

    

OUR NIGHT BEFORE JUDGE ENGELMEYER:  Back in 2011 I spent an 

evening attending Creve Coeur Municipal on an assignment for the Creve Coeur editor 

with Patch.com. The judge in Creve Coeur is Tim Engelmeyer.  Here is my report.    

Night Court in Creve Coeur is a Big Secret 

Our fly on the wall finds it hard to figure out what's going on in city municipal court. 

Posted by John Hoffmann , June 29, 2011 at 06:30 PM  

 

 

I was asked to attend a session of the Creve Coeur Municipal Court and do a “slice of life” 

feature. I’m an old hand at sitting around courtrooms.  I was in law enforcement for 30 years. I 

spent a lot of time in courtrooms across the country and usually I have found that time interesting 

often with compelling stories. 

I wanted to attend court on a night when there would be trials. I always enjoying watching a 

motorist try to beat a speeding ticket or someone try to avoid jail on a theft charge. I was told the 

next trial night would be Wednesday June 22 at 6 p.m. I arrived at 5:45 p.m. 

There was a line formed in front of the metal detector. Then something odd happened. At 5:50 

p.m. the courtroom opened, but they would only let attorneys go through the metal detector and 

http://chesterfield.patch.com/users/john-hoffmann
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enter. A police officer said it might not be until 7 p.m. before the rest of us got to go into the 

courtroom. 

I am accustomed to local prosecutors meeting with attorneys in conference rooms and police 

chief’s offices before court. I am also used to defense attorneys meeting the prosecutor in the 

courtroom before court, but never with the public excluded.  When the courtroom doors are open 

they are open for everyone…except apparently in Creve Coeur 

Something Was Missing 

Once they decided to let those of us without bar association cards in our wallets enter it was 

about 6:10 p.m. The courtroom was only about half full. Sitting on the bench was Judge Timothy 

Engelmeyer. He was looking at files. Sitting at a table in front of the bench was prosecutor 

Dennis Beckley. To the right side of the court room was a portable payment station where 

defendants lined up to pay court fines for the next 90 minutes. A police sergeant served as the 

bailiff.  

But something was missing.  No one called court to session. Beckley would call a name and 

speak with an attorney or a defendant. People in the courtroom would talk among themselves. At 

6:22 p.m. Judge Engelmeyer finally spoke. He called a name and an attorney and his client 

walked to the bench. Despite being in the front of the courtroom, I could not make out much of 

what was being said, but it was clearly a DWI case. While others in court talked and cashier 

receipts were printed out, these guys were whispering.  

I made about 350 DWI arrests as a cop and supervised a hundred more. At times while the police 

are trying their best to arrest drunk drivers and give them an open public record it seems as if 

defense attorneys, prosecutors and judges have teamed up and are trying their best to keep the 

DWI defendant from getting convicted 

The favorite way to do this is to have the DWI suspect plead guilty, pay a huge fine for a minor 

charge and then be given a Suspended Imposition of Sentence (SIS) on the DWI charge that 

results in no record.      

For the next 30 minutes Judge Engelmeyer might call a name or sometimes an attorney and 

client would simply walk up. Every time you could not hear the charges or the sentence. There 

was one exception. A young man with a SIS probation for DWI was in court for a probation 

revocation. While I could not hear the judge, I could hear the defendant say the reason he could 

not attend require AA meetings was because his drivers license was revoked. He could afford 

designer eyeglasses, but apparently not cab fare. The judge continued his probation. 

No Trials On Trial Night 

By 7:30 p.m. court was over and there had been no trials on trial night. I spoke with Judge 

Engelmeyer and asked him how someone with Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) could 

monitor his court if he made it impossible to know who the defendant was, what the charge was 

http://www.madd.org/
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and what the sentence was. Engelmeyer paused and said they would have to check the court 

records. 

This caused me to go to the court clerk and ask when I might see the records. She said she didn’t 

have to show them to anyone for at least two days after court. She suggested that I come back on 

Monday, but added some of the records might be closed. 

I asked her how that could be since SIS probation sentences are open records until the probation 

term is completed. I then added that I used to be a police chief.  The clerk said I should have 

mentioned that 

Judge Engelmeyer said “technically” I was correct. He then suggested the clerk call the city 

attorney and “run this past him” before showing me what should be “public records.”       

It was clear that the Creve Coeur Municipal Court wanted to make it as difficult as possible for 

me to know what the charges and sentences were. 

I have only seen one other court where everything is as secretive and where the judge and 

defendants whisper. It was when I was attending a session of the Chesterfield Court. I wrote a 

news column about it for Chesterfield Patch titled, “The Judge Whisperer.”  

Creve Coeur Judge Timothy Engelmeyer is the prosecuting attorney in Chesterfield. 

THE CONVICTIONS KEEP COMING ON WHITE ROBIN CT:  After 21-year-old 

Theodore Federer AKA “T-Fed” was convicted in this summer Ellisville for DWI and 

placed on probation despite being on probation for DWI in Camden County, the officials 

in Camden County on August 8 issued an arrest warrant for Federer. There is no 

indication he has been arrested on that warrant yet.  

 

(If you remember from our past newsletters T-Fed in 2012 had been charged with 

Stealing from a bar in Chesterfield Valley where he had been drinking as a 20-year-old, 

lying to police a month later and giving them a false name that turned out to be 

someone real with outstanding warrants, and with stealing after being caught shoplifting 

booze at the Chesterfield Wal-Mart, then assaulting the loss prevention officer and 

breaking the bottle of booze. Thanks to Tim Engelmeyer he pled guilty to “Littering” in all 

three cases.)    

      

http://chesterfield.patch.com/
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However just two weeks ago there was a new conviction on record from someone at the 

Federer house on White Robin Court in Chesterfield. On August 26 18-year-old Jason 

Federer pled guilty in St. Charles in using False ID to Gain Entry to a Gambling Casino.  

He is now on a 1-year supervised probation.    

  18-YEAR-OLD Jason Federer’S FACEBOOK portrait.    

 

PATCH FIRES CHESTERFIELD EDITOR… IS SET TO CLOSE ST. LOUIS SITES ON 

OCTOBER 15   Patch.com laid-off the third editor of the Chesterfield Patch site two 

weeks ago.  The entire St. Louis region of patch.com sites is scheduled to close on 

October 15.  

 

Frank Johnson, one of the newest hires at the struggling Patch.com for St. Louis was in 

charge at first of the Chesterfield site and then given several more sites as editors quit 

or were fired.   

Former Chesterfield Patch editor Frank Johnson.    

Johnson got his walking papers with four others.  Frank was likeable, but I had a 

problem with him when he wrote a filler article on the most read stories in 2012.  I wrote 

several of the most read pieces in 2012 including the most read story, but Frank did not 

list those due to my ongoing feud with the Patch managing editor.        

 

Everyone else in the St. Louis Region was given their federally mandated 60-day 

termination notice on August 15. Patch had reduced payroll so much the only writers 

and reporters were the editors.  Then they started to get lobbed off one by one.  The 
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end is closer than just “near” as it will be just 42 days before patch.com will join the 

Suburban Journals, the Globe-Democrat and the St. Louis Sun in the graveyard of 

providers of local news. 

 

CITY COUNCIL NEWS: While we were gone on our second of three 2013 

vacations Jean Whitney, the former Chesterfield Patch.com editor who the city 

administrator and certain members of the City Council loved to hate was nice enough to 

fill in for me.  

 

 Chesterfield City Council Aug 2013 

News AND Comment: 

By Jean Whitney 

 

COUNCIL ABOUT TO REMOVE COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 

FROM SUBDIVISIONS:   

The majority of Chesterfield's City Council is looking to tighten up a 

ban on blue-collar business vehicles parked outside residents' houses 

overnight. They voted 6-1 to approve on a first reading.  

However, Councilman Derek Grier said he was wholly against the 

proposed ban. 

"I don't see this as an issue," Grier said in a nearly-private pre-council 

meeting August 19 at City Hall. "I don't see a problem with commercial 

vehicles in neighborhoods." Grier represents an older city Ward that 

includes the dog park, Barnes & Noble, Dierbergs, Starbucks, etc. 

But Councilwoman and ex-mayor Nancy Greenwood said subdivision 

leaders came to the city calling for a hammer —tougher laws to back 
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them up —when dealing with errant neighbors keeping commercial 

transportation at home. 

 Nancy Greenwood  

"It's not like we were out looking for this," Greenwood explained, in the 

same meeting. She brought up the old saw about lower property values, 

attributing it to resident complaints. 

City staff proposed the new version of the existing city ordinance 

banning work vehicles which includes photos of what's allowed to be 

seen outside a garage in residential areas, and what isn't. 

For example, a UPS-style truck would be a no-no. A box truck: out. A 

pickup-style truck typically filled with lawn workers is also banned. But 

a bike rack on a VW sedan is allowed, according to photo examples. 

A standard car with a company's name painted on it is still allowed 

outside a garage. But if you add anything else to the car that looks like a 

sign—it's out. (Picture that pizza delivery car with a lighted sign on top, 

like a NYC taxi.) 
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For instance this vehicle would not be allowed  Nor would this vehicle. 

Grier claimed the new ban would force a resident with these work 

vehicles to either quit his or her job, or move out of Chesterfield. 

Greenwood said that in the past, a resident might simply park the truck 

overnight in some shopping center parking lot, and then shuttle over to 

it. (Presumably, in an allowable vehicle.) And no word yet on how 

parking lot owners feel about this arrangement. 

However, Grier argued that a citywide ban was uncalled for. He said 

subdivisions should regulate these matters themselves, through 

indentures. He admitted this process is typically costly, and lengthy. 

 

Derek Grier who in the past has gone along with the group of council persons from the former Mayor 

Bruce Grieger administration, suddenly showed some independence on the issue of trucks in 

neighborhoods.       

Councilman Barry Flachsbart pointed out that not every resident lives in 

a subdivision with indentures (binding rules) and that other subdivisions 
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have caps on how much money can be raised from residents for the 

potential legal battles and fees. 

During the subsequent public council meeting August 19, there was no 

discussion among council members about the proposed ban. But Grier 

re-stated his case in opposition. 

Two residents took the podium in favor of the updated ban. Carol 

Kenney, of the Riverbend Area Association, said simply that the 

vehicles that don't fit in garages don't belong in neighborhoods. 

Al Strobing of Royalbrook Road, said he was in favor of commercial 

vehicles, but not in residential areas. He indicated he wasn't worried that 

the new ban would chase business owners out of Chesterfield like others 

claimed. 

"When the city decided some RVs and boats weren’t allowed in 

neighborhoods, we didn't have a mass exodus of people," Strobing said. 

A final vote on the proposal is set for Sept. 9, at a public council 

meeting. 

Councilwoman Connie Fults was absent from the meeting with what 

was said to be a work emergency. It was not immediately clear what 

work Fults does. 

COUNCIL VIOLATES RULES AND HANDS OFF PARKS 

FINANCING MATTER IN A SIGNLE MEETING INSTEAD OF 

THE REQUIRED TWO MEETINGS.  ONLY EMERGENCY IS 

GOOD REASON TO PASS LEGISILATION AT SINGLE 

MEETING.  

In other business, the city council voted unanimously to hand off 

ownership of the city's parks to Kansas City investors, and then will rent 
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back the park facilities until it pays off the millions of dollars it owes on 

building them. 

Councilman Dan Hurt asked why the majority of council wanted to rush 

the two required votes through in one night, instead of waiting for the 

final vote until September "as a common courtesy to the general public." 

Dan Hurt tried to stick up for the public interest without success.  

 Councilman Mike Casey responded with: "Why not do the two readings 

tonight?" 

City Manager Mike Herring said he wanted staff to have the authority 

"to pull the trigger" on the deal with underwriters whenever it looked 

good. 

Later in the public meeting, the council majority voted both times on the 

measure, and handed over the "trigger." Councilman Hurt voted against 

the measure on the second Reading, in a 6-1 vote to approve. 

So much for common courtesy to the general public and park ownership! 
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Councilman Elliot Grissom remarked afterward outside the meeting that 

the millions of dollars owed by the city on the deal really wasn't much 

when lottery jackpots were up to $40 million. Grissom said he could not 

explain what the "lease purchase transaction" was all about, despite 

voting in favor of it, twice that night. 

And Chesterfield's City Council moved swiftly at its August 19 

meeting to take over regulation of potential solar energy panels for 

residences, with a 7-0 vote on a first Reading. 

Not to be caught in court like Clarkson Valley (see Hoffmann's July 

article) over residents' desires to save the planet by using renewable 

energy, the ordinance is on track to develop standards. 

My mother-in-law lives in a Tucson, Arizona neighborhood that has 

changed over the years. The corner house across the street now has solar 

panels all over the roof. They gleam in the omnipresent sun and reflect 

into her dining room windows at the front of her house. 

She complains about those darn solar panels and the number of them. 

There is also a giant RV parked on the lot, blocking all view of the 

house, except those solar panels. In Chesterfield, I'd take the solar panels 

view any day, over that giant, beached, RV. 

In other news, a Chesterfield business started years ago by a 

teenager mowing lawns in the summer, got a zoning-change 

approval on a piece of property in the Valley. (See Hoffmann's July 

article) 

Chesterfield Lawns and Landscapes, owned by Denning Enterprises, 

Inc. has about three acres bounded by Eatherton Road and Wings 

Corporate Drive. The change to planned industrial from non-urban 

comes with a slew of requirements for utilities,  signs, setbacks, lighting, 
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types of buildings, how many buildings, sidewalks, trash enclosures, 

parking, and much more. 

It also includes a "Trust Fund Contribution." A developer is required to 

contribute a "traffic generation assessment" to the Chesterfield Valley 

Trust Fund. The total amount is calculated like so: 

Office parking space       $   626.57 each 

Retail parking space        $1,879.80 each 

Loading space      $ 3,076.06 each 

 

Growing from a lawn-mowing service to a landscaping and nursery 

business is not a cheap venture. Congratulations Denning Enterprises! 

(In the month of September the Town and Country Board of Aldermen and the 

Chesterfield City Council meetings will occur on the same Mondays creating a conflict 

for coverage.  Hopefully Jean will be able to help us out again by providing some more 

excellent coverage of the Chesterfield meetings. Jean has also been to both Outlet 

Malls and promises a report and comment piece on the experience.) 

       

THE CHESTERFIELD COED DESERVES CREDIT FOR BRINGING DOWN INEPT 

COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS AND MAKING A CAMPUS SAFER: We mentioned 

this earlier this year, but Chesterfield college freshman Blythe Grupe deserves an award 

from a large civic organization.   

     Photo from StlToday 

 

Grupe was attacked by Jevon Mallory in a woman’s restroom on the campus of 

Meramec Community College on April 18.  She screamed loud enough as Mallory, a 

student with known personality disorder issues by the college administration, was 
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strangling her that an English professor Aurora Hill heard her, rushed to the bathroom 

and stopped the attack. The campus cops arrived and caught Mallory still in the 

building.  

 

Then nothing happened.  Mallory was released. No charges were filed. Instead of being 

held for up to 24 hours for campus police to obtain arrest warrants from the County 

prosecutor, campus police chief Paul Banta had officers release Mallory. 

 

This caused Grupe and her parents to scream again and go to the press and give full 

details of the attack and the lack of action taken by the college and the entire St. Louis 

Community College administration.  

 

Thanks to Grupe’s determination we learned that Meramec’s police force and chief did 

that think it was important to hold a person who had just tried to kill a student and file 

charges immediately.   

 

Thanks to Grupe Robert Stewart is no longer the police chief over all three St. Louis CC 

campuses. Paul Banta is no longer the police chief at Meramec. The president at 

Meramec has resigned and the Chancellor of St. Louis CC will not be reappointed when 

her current contract expires.  

 

College cops around the country are known for being quick to issue parking tickets, but 

also to look the other way when students are involved in rowdy behavior or alcohol use.  

However to look the other way on an attempted murder is something that even most 

college police forces don’t do.    

 Chesterfield resident Caroline Glaser who was on the recent network show 

“The Voice” was honored before the last city council meeting. 

 

The city council likes to have special days for residents who do something of note. 

Whether it is winning a national contest or being a finalist on a TV reality show.  They 

need to have a special week for Blythe Grupe. 
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VACATION PHOTOS: Here are some photos from our European vacation.  

 

 An Icelandair flight attendant handing out the first class 

dinner menus before takeoff in Boston.  Our advice is to order the fish 

.  

My wife and I refused to fly to Europe squeezed into the coach section of a US carrier.  

However, the only way we could afford to fly to Europe first class was with Icelandair.  It 

meant flying Southwest to Boston (or NY or DC) then catching Icelandair to Reykjavik 

and then changing planes to Heathrow in London.  It was worth it.  

 

  The Pig in the Wall Hotel.  The wall is about 

700 years old.  The hotel is a little newer.  

 

Our hotel in Southampton England was the Pig in the wall Hotel.  We were on the third 

floor.  Our room was small but the bathroom and shower were huge.  It was a three floor 

walk up.  The staff was all British unlike the nearby super luxury hotels where the staffs 

seemed to be from Eastern Europe or Latin American.      
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In Northern Germany I could have gone with a photo of a town square built in 1350, but I preferred the 

tree line highways not far from the ocean.  In Copenhagen I was amazed to see two huge McDonald’s 

flags flying over downtown.  It was as if Denmark had fallen to the boys from Des Plaines, Illinois and 

their battle flag of the golden arches.  In St. Petersburg, Russia there seemed to be a McDonalds every 

three blocks with a line going outside the door.  

 

       
In St. Petersburg, Russia everyone tells you how you have to go to the Hermitage. Forget it.  The 

Heritage is too crowded to even see the art work.  Go to the Russian Museum that features art work only 

by Russians.  It is spectacular.  One room has fantastic paintings on the ceilings (left) while others have 

huge paintings covering entire walls with no crowds.   

       
My wife preferred the impressionist paintings while I liked the action paintings.  
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The winters are long and cold in St. Petersburg.  The titles of these two paintings of a snow 

covered town and village are “First Day of Spring” and simply “Spring.” 

 

   
Cruise ship entertainment at times can be questionable…however these two are the exceptions on the 

Queen Elizabeth.  At the piano is Graham Wellard from London who played in the bar on the top deck 

every night.  His knowledge of the American Songbook was amazing as was his singing.  Next to him is 

“Laura” who is part of the entertainment staff. I have to admit due to her accent I was only understanding 

about 70% of what she was saying, but her timing and delivery of observation humor while she conducted 

a “Pub Quiz” was amazing.  She is not what you would expect on a stuffy Cunard Liner, but she was a 

pleasant surprise.     

 

It was sad to find out that three hours after we got off the Queen Elizabeth David Frost 

got on to give several lectures on the way to Venice.  Eight hours later Frost died of a 

heart attack.  Many remember Frost from the Nixon interviews.  For me it was from 

1965 when he hosted That Was the Week that Was. As a 12-year-old I watched that 

political satire show every week.  Maybe it was more for the opening that feature singer 

Nancy Ames singing a song parody  
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CARTOONS: 
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